This paper deals with the Integral Representations and Certain properties of MSeries. The main results are given in two sections namely 2 and 3. In section 2, we calculate four different Integral Representations of M-Series. In section 3, we calculate certain relation between M-Series and the Riemann-Liouville Fractional Integral and Derivatives are investigated. Also point out some particular cases.
Introduction
The M-series, introduced by [4] where ሾϑሿ means the maximal integer not extending ϑ and ሼϑሽ is the fractional part of ϑ. 
Integral representation of M-series
from definition of M-series, equation (1),
Hence. 
, is Pochammer symbol.
Theorem 2.2 For ߚ 0, and convergent conditions of M-series are satisfies, then
Integral representation and certain properties 419 using (1), we have
Hence. Hence.
Certain properties of M-series associated with Fractional Calculus
Theorem 3.1 Let ߙ 0, ߴ 0, ߛ 0 ܽ݊݀ ܽ ∈ ܴ . Let ‫ܫ‬ ା ణ be the left -sided operator of Riemann-Liouville fractional integral (given by equation (4)). Then there holds a formula,
Proof: By virtue of (1) and (4), we have
using the definition of Bata function,
߁ሺߛ ߴሻ ߙ ‫ܯ‬ ାଵ ାଵൣܽ ଵ , . , ܽ , ߛ; ܾ ଵ , . , ܾ , ߛ ߴ; ܽ‫ݔ‬൧.
Hence. (4)). Then equation (17) will reduce in the form,
߁ሺߛ ߴሻ ‫ܨ‬ ାଵ ାଵ ൣܽ ଵ , . , ܽ , ߛ; ܾ ଵ , . , ܾ , ߛ ߴ; ܽ‫ݔ‬൧. ሺ19ሻ 
